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The studies of an innovative "snowflake" divertor (SFD) configuration in the National Spherical

Torus Experiment (NSTX) provide support to this plasma-material interface concept as a viable

candidate for future tokamaks and spherical tokamak based devices with high heat flux diver-

tors. A number of theoretically predicted geometric and radiative properties of the SFD configu-

ration [1-4] have been confirmed in experiments at NSTX. The obtained SFD showed evidence

of impurity control and divertor heat flux mitigation. The SFD configuration was obtained in 1

MA 4-6 MW NBI-heated H-mode discharges with PSOL ' 3 MW. Two divertor coils with 4 and

12 kA current waveforms controlled by the plasma control system were used to generate the

SFD. A very high poloidal flux (area) expansion of the separatrix region in the SFD, a longer

connection length and a larger divertor scrape-off layer (SOL) volume (as compared to standard

NSTX divertor configurations) led to a partial detachment of the first several mm of the SOL

width (as mapped to the midplane). Divertor heat flux profiles showed a significant reduction

of the peak values, accompanied by an increase in divertor radiated power. A volume recom-

bination zone with Te ' 1.5 eV, ne ≤ 3× 1020m−3 developed in the X-point and strike point

regions, suggesting an increase in volumetric momentum losses in the divertor. The core carbon

Figure 1: Magnetic equilibrium of the
"snowflake" divertor configuration in
NSTX. The flux surfaces are separated
by 1 mm in the outer midplane.

density was reduced by up to 50 % in the SFD discharges

with no degradation of H-mode stored energy and confine-

ment. Work supported by US DOE in part under Contracts

DE-AC02-09CH11466 and DE-AC52-07NA27344.
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